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• Complex partial seizures originating in the temporal lobe are one of the most common types of 
seizures in patients with epilepsy. They are frequently intractable to medical treatment and are 
increasingly considered for surgical therapy. These seizures are often associated with focal epilep-
togenicity in limbic structures (amydgala and hippocampus) or with rapid spread of seizure activity to 
these areas. Much research is being undertaken to better understand this disorder and to develop more 
effective approaches to diagnosis and treatment. Experimental work in animals has contributed to the 
understanding of epileptogenesis, the interictal state, and the homeostatic mechanisms that limit 
seizure activity. 
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What predisposes a patient to limbic 
epilepsy? What increases vulnerability 
or resistance to it? How does a limbic 
epileptic focus mature, and how do 

seizures express themselves from it? What relationship 
does the focus have to the surrounding brain? How are 
seizures contained? Current diagnosis and treatment 
are based on the theories developed by researchers to 
answer these questions. 

Animal models have been essential to the formula-
tion and testing of hypotheses related to limbic epilepsy. 
In this report, we review commonly used experimental 
models of limbic epilepsy. We outline the questions 
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addressed by each model, the contributions of the 
model to current knowledge, and areas of current inves-
tigation. We synthesize current concepts about the 
pathophysiology of limbic epilepsy and outline future 
directions for research and clinical application. 

BACKGROUND 

Epilepsy is one of the most common neurological 
disorders. It is estimated that about 10% of all 
Americans will experience at least one seizure during 
their lifetime.1 Approximately 1% suffer from spon-
taneously recurrent seizures, or epilepsy.2 

Epilepsies are classified primarily as generalized or 
partial. Partial (also called focal or local) epilepsies can 
have simple or complex symptoms, with or without 
secondary generalization of seizures. 

In focal epilepsy, regional brain dysfunction (as-
sociated with previous injury or existing structural 
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TABLE 
MODELS OF EXPERIMENTAL FOCAL LIMBIC EPILEPSY 

Duration Seizure 
Model Animal Mode of induction Latency period of seizures characteristics Pathologic lesion(s) Applications 

Congenital Rats; Spontaneous; Variable Variable Stereotyped None (?) Genetics of epilepsy; 
limbic mice stimulus induced complex partial pharmacotherapy; 
seizures neurotransmitters; 

electro-clinical 
correlations 

Kindling Rats; Electric Long (months) Variable Variable None (?) Secondary 
mice; stimulation stimulus (depend on epileptogenesis; 
higher dependent kindled perpetuation 
animals structures) and extinction of 
(less prone) epilepsy; electro-

clinical correlations 

Alumina Rats; Bitemporal Long (months) Variable; Variable Large Species 
cream mice; 

cats; dogs; 
others 

intraparenchymal 
injection 

unpredictable (focal) susceptibility; 
lesion-focus 
relationships 

Kainic Rats; Intrahippocampal; Short Variable; Stereotyped Small but Pharmacotherapy, 
acid mice; intra-amygdala; (hours, days) depends on complex partial diffuse; neurotransmitters; 

others intraventricular; mode of and generalized multifactorial metabolism; 
intraperitoneal; induction 

and generalized 
electro-clinical 

subcutaneous; correlations; 
intravenous "excitotoxicity" 

Tetanus Rats Intrahippocampal; Intermediate 2-4 weeks Stereotyped Small Same as Kainic 
toxin intra-amygdala (2-3 weeks) complex partial focal and acid (but without complex partial 

self-limited 
at injection 
site 

confusion of 
distant lesions); 
maturation, 
expression and 
extinction of 
epileptogenesis 

lesions) leads to localized synchronous excitatory 
(epileptiform) neuronal activity, which can propagate 
to more distant brain regions. The clinical manifestations 
of a seizure reflect specific electrophysiologic events as-
sociated with the genesis and propagation of neuronal 
epileptiform activity. The relationships (possibly causal) 
between structural lesions and epileptogenicity are poorly 
understood. Also, there are many theories about the con-
tainment or perpetuation of seizures, functional inhibi-
tion in the surrounding brain, and secondary epilep-
togenesis—the concept that seizures themselves cause 
new epileptogenicity in nearby and remote regions of the 
brain ("seizures beget seizures"). 

Complex partial seizures originating in the temporal 
lobe are the most common seizure type in ap-
proximately 40% of patients with epilepsy3 and tend to 
be more refractory to medical treatment than most 
other types of seizures.4 They are associated with focal 
epileptogenicity in limbic structures (amygdala and 
hippocampus) or with rapid spread of seizure activity to 
these areas. They are frequently associated with hip-

pocampal sclerosis, which results from perinatal 
hypoxia, trauma, or febrile seizures or other neurologic 
insults. Adjacent tumors or other structural lesions of 
the temporal lobe may also give rise to hippocampal 
epileptogenicity. 

ANIMAL MODELS OF LIMBIC EPILEPSY 

Experimental animal models of chronic focal epilep-
sy are developed by creating an epileptogenic lesion in 
the brain of an experimental animal. Different techni-
ques have been adopted over the years to achieve this 
objective. Some strains of animals are prone to develop 
epilepsy, spontaneously or with minimal "induction."5 

Epileptogenic lesions have been produced by applying 
a variety of substances—such as cobalt,6 tungstic acid,7 

penicillin,8 alumina cream,9 and zinc sulfate10—directly 
to the brain of "normal" animals. Focal tissue lesioning 
can also be achieved by a variety of mechanical techni-
ques, including freezing.11 A wide variety of animal 
species has been used in these experiments, including 
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primates,12 dogs,13,14 cats,15"17 rabbits,9 rats,18"22 mice,23 

reptiles, amphibians, and invertebrates.24,25 While 
various brain regions have been investigated, limbic 
structures have been the subject of intense interest in 
the attempt to reproduce the complex partial seizures 
which are so prevalent and intractable in humans. 

Experiments in smaller animals, including rats and 
mice, have proved especially fruitful because they have 
relatively large and well-developed limbic structures. 
The morphological organization and electro-
physiologic and biochemical peculiarities of limbic 
structures are consistent across phylogenetic lines, 
despite the smaller relative size of these structures in 
higher animals. Furthermore, limbic structures are 
thought to play a role in learning and memory across 
species, although they are more intimately associated 
with olfaction in lower animals and with emotion and 
cognition in higher primates and man. Following is a 
brief overview of five widely used animal models of 
focal limbic epilepsy (Table). 

Genetically prone strains 
There are strains of mutant or double-mutant rats 

and mice which are prone to seizures. Some strains 
exhibit spontaneous complex partial seizures. In other 
strains, repetitive motion, such as tossing or rocking, 
can precipitate such seizures.5 

Electroencephalographic information about seizures 
in these animals is limited. However, these models 
have been used extensively in drug testing26 and 
genetic27 studies. They are also amenable to a host of 
investigations on metabolism and neurotransmitter al-
terations.28 They may hold the key to understanding 
genetic factors in epilepsy and its developmental 
neurobiology. 

Although some strains exhibit typical complex par-
tial seizures of limbic origin, there is often no localized 
focus of brain dysfunction. In this regard, the models 
are not ideal for investigations exploring the relation-
ship of the epileptic lesion to surrounding brain or the 
maturation and expression of the epileptic focus. 

'Kindling' 
In 1961, Delgado and Sevillano observed that 

repeated electrical stimulation of the cat hippocampus 
produced seizures.29 In 1969, Goddard et al30 reported 
electroencephalographic epileptiform discharges and 
clinical automatisms and convulsions in several animal 
species subjected to repeated administration of low 
levels of electrical current to subcortical regions. They 
discovered that repeated administration of an initially 
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subconvulsive stimulus progressively intensifies inter-
ictal epileptiform neuronal activity and culminates in a 
clinical seizure they coined the term "kindling" to 
describe this phenomenon. 

The exact mechanism underlying kindling is not 
known. One hypothesis postulates structural modifica-
tion and potentiation of preexisting synaptic con-
figurations in groups of neurons leading to synchronous 
epileptic discharge.31 Another hypothesis suggests that 
kindling may influence individual neurons by modifying 
ionic channels and pump mechanisms, leading to 
neuronal destabilization and epileptic burst responses 
that integrate into seizures when a critical number of 
such neurons fire simultaneously.32 

Kindling is probably the most widely used technique 
to model chronic focal epilepsy.33 It is particularly at-
tractive because the technique does not cause exten-
sive brain damage, as other techniques do in many 
other models.34 It can be used with success in many 
species, including rats,35 mice,36 monkeys,30 and 
baboons.34 Finally, the ability to kindle seizures in mul-
tiple brain sites permits investigators to select the most 
appropriate site for the experimental goals at hand. 
These features of the kindling model allow the inves-
tigation of vulnerability to epileptogenesis across 
phylogenetic lines and in various brain regions.37 

The kindling model has been instrumental in cor-
relating epileptic symptoms with electrical activity in 
the brain and in elucidating patterns of ictal propaga-
tion. T h e activity of neurotransmitters, such as 
gamma- aminobutyric acid (GABA),38 somatostatin,39 

and opioid peptides,40 has been studied extensively in 
this model. The kindling model has revealed that 
repeated burst discharges from an epileptic focus may 
permanently reorganize neuronal connections both lo-
cally and at a distance. This results in a progressive 
increase in the size of the epileptic zone as well as 
establishment of secondary foci at distant sites.41 Thus, 
the kindling model has provided the framework for the 
theory of secondary or remote epileptogenesis, which 
explains many experimental and clinical observations 
consistent with the concept that "seizures beget 
seizures." 

The disadvantages of kindling include the length of 
time required to develop an epileptic focus42 and the 
inconsistency of epileptogenesis in certain struc-
tures.30,37 Also, exogenous electrical stimulation over 
long periods may itself induce certain epiphenomena 
which are unrelated to epileptogenesis. Moreover, 
lengthy electrical stimulation is certainly not necessary 
to produce limbic seizures clinically. 
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Alumina cream 
Alumina cream was first used to produce focal 

epileptogenic lesions in experimental animals in the 
early 1940s.9 In most of the early studies, alumina 
cream was applied to the sensory motor cortex and 
thus did not focus on inducing limbic seizures.43^5 

However, later attempts were made to administer 
alumina cream into mesial temporal lobe structures to 
induce temporal lobe seizures.46,47 

The technique was plagued with drawbacks: the 
resultant lesion was crude, large, and difficult to 
reproduce precisely.44 Some investigators noted that 
the active substance diffused from the site of ad-
ministration, spreading to adjacent regions of the 
brain.33 Furthermore, with alumina cream there is a 
long latency before the onset of seizures, ranging from 
4 to 12 weeks, depending on the species.15,48,49 The 
results are frequently inconsistent in a given species, 
with some animals apparently resistant to the effects of 
alumina cream while others die of status epilepticus.47 

Lastly, there appears to be a regional susceptibility to 
the epileptogenic properties of alumina cream: while 
the sensory motor cortex responds consistently, limbic 
structures require administration of destructively large 
quantities of the cream into both temporal lobes, and, 
even then, respond only inconsistently.46,48 Clearly, this 
is a poor representation of limbic epilepsy in humans. 

In spite of these drawbacks, the investigations with 
alumina cream demonstrated that limbic epilepsy can 
be produced by an exogenous chemical lesion, and 
revealed differential epileptogenicity of the cortical 
and limbic structures responding to the same agent. 
Also, they established that lesion size alone does not 
predict the degree of epileptogenicity. 

Kainic acid 
Kainic acid is an analog of glutamate, a powerful 

neuroexcitatory amino acid. In the late 1960s, kainic 
acid was found to have important excitatory effects on 
the cortical neurons of experimental animals.50 Since 
then, many investigators have used kainic acid as an 
experimental epileptogenic agent and have described 
its effects on a variety of cortical and subcortical regions 
in different animals, most notably rats and mice.33 

The primary site of action of kainic acid appears to 
be the hippocampus,51 where it produces neuronal 
drop-out and sclerosis similar to that seen in the hip-
pocampus of humans with temporal lobe epilepsy.52 

The associated electroclinical syndrome is similar in 
many ways to complex partial seizures in humans: focal 
epileptogenesis with complex, stereotyped symptoms 
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and secondary generalization.53 Similar events are ob-
served after intraparenchymal,51,52 intraventricular,22 

intravenous,54 intraperitoneal, or subcutaneous ad-
ministration of the agent.55 This underscores the selec-
tive vulnerability of limbic structures to this agent, 
regardless of the site of administration. It is, thus, not 
surprising that the kainic acid model has emerged as an 
attractive and widely used model of temporal lobe 
epilepsy.56"59 

The kainic acid model has been used widely to study 
neurotransmitter system homeostasis in limbic seizures. 
Changes in several neurotransmitter systems (including 
translation and transcription of specific receptors and 
enzymes, immunocytochemistry, and synaptic morphol-
ogy) have been demonstrated and have been inter-
preted in light of various neurophysiopharmacologic 
theories. 

The model has helped answer several questions 
about metabolic changes in and around the seizure 
focus. Studies with kainic acid refuted the hypothesis 
that neuronal damage in focal epilepsy is caused by 
metabolic demands increased beyond possible cerebral 
blood reserves. Instead, the concept of cell death by 
excitation, excitotoxicity, has emerged. This may ex-
plain neuronal damage not only in epilepsy but also in 
anoxia, ischemia, hypoglycemia, and other insults—all 
of which preferentially damage the same vulnerable 
cells in the hippocampus. The kainic acid model is also 
well suited to the investigation of potential phar-
macologic and other treatment approaches in limbic 
epilepsy. 

However, various investigators have observed that 
the effects of intraparenchymally administered kainic 
acid are not restricted to the site of the injec-
tion.21,52,55,57,60 When 3H-labeled kainate is administered 
interstitially, kainic acid molecules spread to a multi-
tude of distant sites, including ipsilateral and con-
tralateral regions of the brain.61 The development of 
such distant lesions has been attributed to diffusion or 
to some form of specific neuronal transport of kainic 
acid to these areas.33 Other distant lesions occur in 
areas without demonstrated presence of kainic acid. 
These have been attributed to the remote excitotoxic 
properties of the agent. Apparently, the genesis of some 
distant lesions can be aborted if the experimental 
animals are pretreated with diazepam, a potent an-
ticonvulsant.62 

Whatever the actual cause of such distant lesions, 
they do not occur to a detectable extent in human 
temporal lobe seizures, and they undoubtedly confuse 
the interpretation and analysis of results obtained 
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through kainic acid models, 
particularly in studies 
focusing on regional neuro-
transmitter alterations and 
metabolic changes in lim-
bic epilepsy. 

Tetanus toxin 
Tetanus toxin is a 

protein produced by the 
anaerobic bacterium Clo-
stridium tetani. It consists of 
two polypeptide chains 
linked by two disulfide 
bonds and has a molecular 
weight of 150,000.63 A 
potent neurotoxin, it binds 
to gangliosides and conse-
quently undergoes retro-
grade axonal transport to 
neural synapses where it 
blocks the presynaptic 
release of G A B A and 
glycine, both of which are powerful inhibitory neuro-
transmitters.64 It is still not clear what happens to the 
toxin after it reaches the central nervous system. Some 
of the toxin appears to leave the cell body in which it 
arrives, and this may allow it to exert postsynaptic 
action as well. It is still debatable whether there is any 
further uptake or transport of the toxin within the 
central nervous system.63 

Tetanus toxin was first used to induce chronic 
epileptogenic lesions in dogs in 1962.65 When tetanus 
toxin is administered intraparenchymally (in small 
doses, many times lower than that required to produce 
tetanus) into the brain of experimental animals, there 
is a relatively short latency before the clinical and 
electroencephalographic onset of seizures. This latency 
ranges from a few hours to several weeks.66 Tetanus 
toxin induces foci that may remain active for a long 
time and then undergo spontaneous extinction. Mel-
lanby and associates67 induced foci in rat hippocampi 
that remained active for several weeks. The lesion 
produced by tetanus toxin is discrete, consisting only of 
a small area of necrosis and reactive gliosis limited to 
the site of injection.'3 There is no detectable diffusion 
of the toxin outside the area of intraparenchymal ad-
ministration, and there are no diffuse areas of neuronal 
damage.67 

Mellanby and associates have characterized a 
tetanus toxin model of limbic epilepsy in the rat, 

— • — Total Spikes 

• • • • • Spikes 

- < > - - Polyspikes 

• • i " Electrical Seizures 

- - O " Clinical Seizures 

Days after Tetanus Toxin Injection 

F I G U R E 1. Focal limbic epileptogenesis following intrahippocampal tetanus toxin injection. 
Serial recordings of epileptiform activity and clinical seizures using a depth electrode in a single 
animal. 

describing its time course and clinical, electrical, and 
pathologic features. Apparently, the animal passes 
through three stages of focus development (Figure I). 
The first stage is that of focus maturation, in which 
there is a gradual buildup of focal epileptiform 
electroencephalographic activity but no overt clinical 
seizures. The second stage is that of focus expression, 
where the animal exhibits stereotyped clinical seizures 
resembling psychomotor seizures in humans and 
kindled limbic seizures in rats (see "Kindling," above). 
The last stage is that of focus extinction, when both 
clinical and electrical activity gradually disappear.67 

Although experience with this model is still rela-
tively limited, its advantages include the lack of distant 
neuronal damage and diffusion of the toxin. It is there-
fore a more precise model of focal limbic epilepsy. The 
electroclinical syndrome is stereotyped and typical of 
clinical and other experimental complex partial 
seizures. The model allows investigation of regional 
neurochemical and metabolic phenomena accom-
panying limbic epilepsy without potentially confusing 
distant pathologic effects. Furthermore, the model al-
lows the investigation of epileptogenesis per se (during 
the phase between toxin injection and the appearance 
of clinically overt seizures), epileptic expression and 
perpetuation (during the phase of overt seizures), and 
recovery from seizures (during extinction of the seizure 
focus). The tetanus toxin model can be used to address 
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many of the same investigative questions as the kainic 
acid model. 

PATHOLOGY OF LIMBIC EPILEPSY: CURRENT CONCEPTS 

Experimental models of limbic epilepsy have helped 
clarify several basic mechanisms involved in limbic 
epilepsy. Several hypotheses related to these 
mechanisms have been proposed, allowing the for-
mulation of a general pathophysiologic scheme. These 
concepts are essential to current and future clinical 
interventions for this disorder. 

Genetic and developmental vulnerabilities 
Although no specific genetic abnormality has been 

incriminated as a cause of limbic epilepsy, it is now 
generally accepted that there is a genetic basis for 
susceptibility to seizures.68,69 That there are susceptible 
strains of animals supports this hypothesis and has 
made studies on genetic markers and mechanisms of 
vulnerability possible. 

The kindling model has demonstrated that suscep-
tibility to limbic epileptogenesis varies among species 
and developmental stages in the same species. 
Generally, limbic structures are less easily kindled in 
higher animals. Higher animals, including primates, 
are also more vulnerable to kindling at critical stages of 
neuronal development.70,71 This may explain human 
susceptibility to hippocampal sclerosis and limbic 
epilepsy as a result of neural insults early in life. Much 
remains to be learned about factors predisposing to 
such vulnerability and about ways of modifying it. 

Neuronal abnormalities and the neuronal milieu 
Some form of abnormality (structural lesion or 

otherwise) is presumed to exist in the brain, particular-
ly in the mesial temporal lobe region, in cases of limbic 
epilepsy. The "lesion" renders individual neurons more 
excitable or reorganizes neuronal circuitry in a manner 
that enhances synchronization. The alumina cream 
and kainic acid models have demonstrated that such a 
"lesion" disturbs ionic channels and increases ex-
citability of individual neurons. Also, synaptic ter-
minals are destroyed, thus attenuating inhibitory in-
fluences, or neuronal circuitry sprouts and reorganizes, 
resulting in excitatory phenomena. In several animal 
models of limbic epilepsy, changes in neurotransmitter 
homeostasis have been demonstrated: many 
neurotransmitters have been implicated, including 
G A B A , somatostatin, opioid peptides, and others. 
Such disturbances in neurotransmitter profiles have 

been associated with development of intermittent, 
synchronized burst discharges within certain neuronal 
aggregates. As evidenced by the kindling model, such 
repeated burst discharges may then induce further reor-
ganization of neuronal connections, thereby perpetuat-
ing epileptic activity.72 

Secondary epileptogenesis 
Experiments using the kindling model and the 

kainic acid model have emphasized the influence of 
epilepsy in one region of the brain, on the surrounding 
brain, and on more distant structures. In certain in-
stances, this may result in novel epileptogenicity in 
adjacent and distant structures, reflecting an "expan-
sion" of the epileptic focus or the genesis of distant 
secondary epileptic foci. 

Role of inhibition 
Although loss of inhibition has been thought to be 

essential to the synchronization of neuronal activity 
that characterizes epileptiform discharges, there is in-
creasing evidence of a "paradoxical" phenomenon of 
enhanced inhibition in brain regions surrounding the 
epileptic focus. Neurons in the epileptic focus appear 
to have a low firing rate. Epileptogenic neurons are 
thus hypersynchronized but not hyperactive. Strong in-
hibitory influences may help maintain the interictal 
state and may prevent ictal onset. Studies using the 
kindling and kainic acid models have shown that inter-
ictal inhibition may be partly mediated by GABA and 
opioid peptides. Transition from the interictal to the 
ictal state and the spread of epileptic discharges to 
adjacent brain tissue suggest the intermittent break-
down of such inhibitory influences.72 

Such inhibitory activity within and around the 
epileptic focus is reflected in interictal hypometabolism 
and decreased cerebral blood flow, which can be 
detected with functional neuroimaging techniques, in-
cluding positron emission tomography, single-photon 
emission tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging. 
These techniques have allowed us to localize epileptic 
foci in humans. However, much of the relationship 
between structural lesions and such inhibition remains 
to be elucidated. It is also not known whether the 
inhibition is the result of neuronal dysfunction from 
epilepsy or is a homeostatic response of normal brain in 
an effort to contain seizure activity. 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND CLINICAL RELEVANCE 

Animal models of limbic epilepsy have helped us 
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formulate theories of how 
epileptogenic foci and the 
inter ic ta l state develop 
and the transition of the 
latter to the ictal state. 
However, many questions 
remain unanswered and 
must be tackled through 
further research. Figure 2 
summarizes several 
general concepts of focal 
epileptogenicity. T h e r e 
are effects of a structural 
lesion on surrounding 
brain promoting epilep-
togenesis, and there are 
reciprocal effects of 
epileptogenesis causing a 
structural lesion (ex-
c i to tox ic i ty ) . This may 
promote further epilep-
togenicity or the ap-
pearance of new lesions. 
T h e reaction of the brain 
to focal epileptic activity 
needs to be clarified fur-
ther. Is the inhibitory ac-
tivity surrounding an epileptic focus actually a healthy 
phenomenon designed to contain seizure activity? If so, 
which specific neurotransmitter systems are responsible 
for mediating it? Alternatively, is this inhibition a 
manifestation of progressive brain dysfunction caused 
by continuing seizure activity? Answers to these ques-
tions will undoubtedly expose new horizons in the diag-
nosis and treatment of complex partial seizures. 

T h e field of future research on experimental animal 
models of limbic epilepsy is immense. Many of the 
basic pathophysiologic mechanisms involved in limbic 
epilepsy are still unclear. The role of neurotransmitter 
systems in various brain regions during development of 
an epileptogenic focus and how this development is 
expressed clinically need further elucidation. Somatos-
tatin has been proposed as a causative agent or as an 
indicator of maturation of an epileptic focus.39 The 
G A B A system, a potent natural inhibitory system, has 
been implied in the strong inhibitory influences during 
the interictal state.28'72 Opioid peptides have been 
paradoxically related to both epileptogenicity and to 
anticonvulsant activity through various receptor sub-
types.73 T h e biochemistry of these receptors and their 
effects on epileptic neurons will further clarify these 

E p i l e p t o g e n i c lesion 
(structural a b n o r m a l i t y ) 

Zone of e l e c t r i c a l 
e p i l e p t i f o r m act iv i ty 

Zone of bra in dysfunct ion 

Q N o r m a l bra in 

F I G U R E 2 . Interactions that may be relevant in focal limbic epilepsy. T h e relationships of 
lesions to surrounding epileptogenic brain and to normal brain are not well understood (top). 
I t is also not known how multiple lesions interact within overlapping zones of epileptogenesis 
(lower left) . Related and poorly understood phenomena include seizure-induced neuronal 
damage, or excitotoxicity (lower center) and the contribution of damaged areas (secondary 
lesions) to further epileptogenesis (lower right). 

mechanisms and may provide new therapies to prevent 
maturation and expression of seizures. 

Better understanding of the various neurotransmit-
ter systems will have a profound impact on the preven-
tion and treatment of complex partial seizures. W h e n 
their sites and mechanisms of action are known, we 
may be able to suppress or promote their activity with 
drugs. Already, clinical trials on several such drugs are 
underway. 

Vigabatrin (gamma-vinyl G A B A ) is a drug that in-
creases synaptic G A B A concentrations by inhibiting 
its catabolic enzyme, G A B A transaminase. Animal 
studies have demonstrated a broad spectrum of an-
tiepileptic activity for this drug.74 Clinical trials are in 
progress on this agent and on another G A B A trans-
aminase inhibitor, milacemide (2-n-pentylamino-
acetamide).75 Mercaptamine, a somatostatin-depleting 
drug, has been shown to suppress seizures in amygdala-
kindled rats but has not been tried in humans.39 The 
future promises development of numerous antiepileptic 
drugs that may be far more effective than the currently 
used anticonvulsants, with focused activity on target 
structures and, perhaps, with fewer side effects. 

Future animal research on the role of neurotransmit-
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ters in epilepsy may open new horizons in the field of 
brain grafting. It is not unrealistic to foresee brain graft-
ing procedures aimed at increasing or decreasing the 
concentration of certain neurotransmitters at specific 
regions of the brain to control seizures. 

Research on neurotransmitter activity in epilepsy 
may have other benefits in diagnosis. In medically in-
tractable complex partial seizures, positron emission 
tomography has revealed interictal zones of 
hypometabolism corresponding to the general areas 
surrounding zones of ictal onset. However, such 
hypometabolic zones are diffuse and often extend well 
beyond the limits of the "electric" focus. Thus far, the 
role of such functional imaging in the preoperative 
evaluation of epileptic patients has been corroborative, 
but nonspecific. If the exact role of the various 
neurotransmitter systems in epilepsy were known, it 
would be possible to precisely outline the area of the 
brain responsible for the seizure using ultraspecific 
positron emission tomography in conjunction with 
specific receptor ligands. 

The future also promises more intensive research on 
the genetic basis of epilepsy. Further research should 
bring to light genetic abnormalities associated with vul-
nerability to different types of epilepsy, including limbic 
seizures. In the coming era of genetic engineering, it 
may be possible to diagnose such genetic abnormalities 
and develop strategies at the molecular and genetic 
levels to preempt or contain epileptogenic insults 
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